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operations against Montenegro Uy
the Austrian navy may be expected!
noon. An Austrian squadron Is now
maneuvering off the Montengrin and
Albanian coasts.
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CONCESSIONS

AGREES TO FIRE ONLY AT
AT TOWN OF

FORTI-CATION-

S

SCUTARI

GOVERNOR IS

Pill

OUT OF HIS

Ambassadors Hold Conference.
London, March 22. The new crisis
in the Jialkans led today, to the in-

CITY EDITION
.

I

BOYS ESCAPE BY HERMOSILLO
MAKING SHEET

HOME

stant recall from their eastern vacations of the ambassadors in London
SENDS WORD TO AUSTRIA THAT of the European powers. They met
in conference this afternoon to disSHE
WILL NOT COMPLY
cuss the situation.
WITH ULTIMATUM
MAKES A FEW

morrow

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PREBO LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
NO. 113.

A REASON

OPE

Ha'

To-

HAS
TO

FEAR

I

Five hundded state troops are encamped at Navajoa, in southern Sonora, awaiting the arrival of General
Gill before a second attack on Alamosa, on a branch line of the South
ern Pacific railway. Gill is reported
as being delayed near La Dura by a
federal column which has been engaging him since Tuesday.
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EASTER SONGS T
ASCEND

TO

GOD

Tepic Joins Rebellion.
OF ALL DENOMINA
Tepic City, Tepic, Mexico, March CHURCHES
22. Governor
Martin Espinosa, of
PER STORIES
THE PLACE LEARN FEDERWILL CELEBRATE
TIONS
(
the territory of Tepic on the west
STATE SCHOOL.
ALS ARE COMING
'
RESURRECTION FEAST.
coast, today liberated all prisoners
from the penitentiary and with a
Adrianople Holding Out
small
escort started to join the con PASTORS PREPARE PROGRAMS
Adrianople, March 22. By "wire- COURT
A
DECISION WAS
IS
TRAIN
CAPTURED
FEAT
A
OF
NERVE
MAKESJ
less to Constantinople Shukri Pasha
stitutionalist forces in Sinaloa, ad
i
the commander of this fortress, ami
joining state to the northwest.
MUSIC WILL FEATURE THE WOR.
his troops are determined to con- DECIDES THE ACTION WAS HAS- MANY A MAN, LOOKING AT THE DARING SALLY ON THE PART OF
GUAY-MA- S
TY AND WITHOUT ANY
MEN FROM
HUERTA
tinue the defense they have r.w carDANGLING CORD, WONDERED
SHIP IN EVERY MEETING
Federal Cavalry at Magatlaw.
ried on for five months, and all reJUST CAUSE.
IS RESPONSIBLE
Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mex., March 22.
HOUSE IN LAS VEGAS.
HOW'THEY DID IT.
I
Six hundred federal cavalry arrived
ports of ofi'fig made by them to surrender may be dismissed as pure inhere today by steamer from Manza-tillWISHED TO MAKE A PARK SIX
A
DAY
AT NACO EXPECTED
OF MUCH JOY
ARE
ventions.
BACK BATTLE
and will proceed to Guaymas, IS
BROUGHT
Sonora, to assist in the movement
Only starvation can force the capitulation of the beleaguered garrison. FOR THIS REASON THE PREMthe insurgents of .the border HAILED AS
FORCES
BEING against
THE BEGINNING OF
BUT THE OTHER
TWO AiPPAR- - ifiNSURRECTO
state.
Food is still regularly
distributed
WERE
RUSHED AGAINST THE
ISES OF THE OFF.CIAL
IT
ENTLY
HAVE
CALLS FOR NEWIN
SUCCEEDED
SPRING,
among the population by the military
TAKEN FROM HIM.
BORDER TOWN
EST 'RAilMENT.
ELUDING OFFICERS.
authorities and there are consid r-TESTING STATE'S RIGHTS
able supplies.
Denver, March 22. The house of
Perfect order prevails in the city.
Tomorrow the Christian world will
Melbourne, March 22. That Lord
Red Wing, '.M hin., March 22. Offi
Nogales, Ariz., March 22. Reports representatives today passed on third
The Bulgarian besiegers are making Denman, the governor general with- cers of the slate
training school to- from the south today greatly disturb- reading a bill by Representatives Gates celebrate Easter, the feast of tha
no progress and their occasional as- out a home, was
the state resurrection of Christ Though. Easnd Ardourle instructing
wrongly ejected day are searching for eight boys ed iusurgent state officials at
saults have been futile. The inter- from his headquarters at. Sydney by who escaped at 2 o'clock this morn
and doubtless troops now land board to institute a suit in the ter is one of the inosc important ocmittent bombardment has done no the state government, was the deci- ing by the use of two dozen sheets. mobilized between Cauanea and" Naco courts to test the state's right to casions of the ChrisUin year, it does
harm to the defending forts.
sion of the full supreme court today. The boys tied, the sheets together, will be hurried to the state capital. eminent domain where government not occur on a fixea date, as does
Allies are Discordant
Great stir was caused recently making a strong rope which they It was reported that a train bound land is affected. The bill approp- Christmas and one or two other
Discord is said to prevail among throughout the commonwealth when threw from a' window on the third for Ortiz, the state
It is governed by the moon's
troop base just riates $2,500 for the expense of the
the allied armies. The Servians the labor government or New South floor of the reformatory. Down the north- of Guaymas, was
phases. Easter this year will occur
captured by suit.
The house also passed on third remarkably early. It h been etatect
brought up to assist the Bulgarians Wales threw the governor general, rope they slid one at a time, and dis- federals who had made a daring sally
in the siege remain idle in their lines his wife and family, together with
reading a bill providing for road im- that it wiil not fall on so early a
from the Gulf port.
appeared in the timber nearby.
and are not participating in any of their baggage, out of tne government
ah avanauie siaie troops are ueing provement by districts, a bill provid- date again for about 80 years.
the active operations.
house in Macquarc Place as a result
Easter is usually the signal for Iha
Six Are Recaptured.
rushed to Ortiz. Probably the army ing a method for the dissolution of
The report from Sofia that Shukri of a state election.
Winona, Minn., March 22. Six of of 25,000 near the border will be hur- private banks and a bill providing for appearance j spring wearing apparPasha had ordered the Greek and
Lord Denman had perforce to the eight boys who escaped from the ried also to prevent the threatened chemical analysis of sugar beets at el, and the worshipers at the various
Armenian bishops to be hanged be- move to this city and the government state training school at Red Wing invasion of Huerta soldiers from the the request of farmers.
churches usually appear garbed m
cause they had drawn attention to of the mother state of the commonThe house, by a vote of 39 to 14, costumes entirely new, in honor of
early this morning, were found by southwest. General Alfaro Obregon,
the alleged miseries of the popula- wealth was heartily condemned for the police here in a box car on an commander-in-chie- f
of the state forces table the Leftwich resolution for ad- the festival. In a religious way the
tion is groundless.
It has aroused its action.
east bound Milwaukee and St. Paul now below Naco, is' expected to re- journment March 31.
day is celebrated with, elaborate musmuch indignation- - here, the two preThe seriate passed on second read ical programs in which the various
The premises in question had been freight train. They were thinly clad turn to Hermosillo, as soon as the
lates themselves being most energe- used for many years as the home of and were suffering severely from the
completion of the campaign against ing a bill for the protection of miners, Protestant churches as well as the
tic in protesting against the story. governors of the state until a few cold. They will probably be returned
drawn by a special committee con- Catholic denomination participate.
Ojeda's federal force at Naco.
They extol the courtesy of the com- - months afgo. when the labor govern- - to Red W7ing today.
The pastors of the various churches
state
the
Although
troops suddenly sisting of two mine workers, two
mander, praising hi3 solicitude for the ment declared the property should be
abandoned their avowed plan of first mine operators and a state senator. in Las Vegas have arranged for
civil and military population of the used as a public park.
beautiful services for tomorrow and
attacking Cananea, Ojeda, who last
cHy.
t is expected the numerous houses
v cua
uuBi
til
Uriieuixa
uiausu
isj
ARABS
of worship' will be filled.
was not
constitutionalists
by
forces,
SHORTAGE IS DISCOVERED
At the Christian Tabernacle.
caught napping. At once his small
Denver, March 22. State Auditor
from
a
received
report
Kenehan today
The people of the First Christian
CREW
A FRENCH COUIHN army set out in two columns, the
DAMAGE TO WIRES
had
rapid fire pieces to the east and the
Public Examiner Porter, who
church have arrangea to celebrate
mortars
and cannon to the west.
interest
of
the
made an investigation
Easter with joy and song. They are
The state troops also advanced in SAILORS SAVE LIVES OF MEN EX- happy that
S TWO HilLLIDNS due the state on the protest fund or
they have secured a pasONE
THOUSAND
TRIBESMEN two groups.
Colonels
Bracamonte
PECTING DEATH ON SINKtor after several months of waiting;
state taxes paid by insurance comUPON A SMALL ARMY
FALL
and Cal'ies, who were defeated preING BARK MARIE.
and Easter will bring them a double
panies under protest. The examinaON SAHARA DESERT.
YESTERDAY'S SLEET STORM
viously below Naco, moved in from
tion went back as far as 1910. Porjoy.
EMBARRASSED
the east with four machine guns.
Grimsby, England, March 22. The
The order of services for the day-iter stated that the interest today
Paris, March 22. Dispatches to- From the west General Obregon and French bark Marie, from San FranFROM CHICAGO
as follows:
amounted to $2',731.7fl. He said that
told1
the
of
virtual annihilation of Colonel Cabral advanced with a bat- cisco to Hull, at the end of
her long
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
Insurance Commissioner Clayton had daysmall
a
column of French troops by tery of field pieces.
Chicago, March 22. So severe was
voyage today met with disaster and
Special Easter program, 10:30 a. ni.
paid the state fl.3G7.41, the balance Arabs in the Aderar
region of the
the effect of the sleet storm on teledestruction here.
for.
Lord's Supper and morninsr ad
unaccounted
being
A
western
Sahara.
of
of
1,000
Dody
Her captain and cref of 24 men dress, 11:30 a. m. Subject, "Ha U
graph and telephone fires that it will
Carranza Wants Peace.
The state auditor put an examiner
d
the intractable Berber tribe of
be several weeks before the damage to work
were
saved by the trawler Amer.
Carfund
22.
March
the
Mex.,
Risen."
Monterey,
up
general
checking
swooped down and surrounded
has been rejaired completely. There of the insurance commissioner's ofThe Marie went ashore before dayrebel governor of Coahuila, is
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
ranza,
the French detachment, which was
was some improvement today, but at
an opportunity to treat for break at Hansborough in the North
fice.
seeking
sermon, 7:30 p. m. Subt
Evening
marching through the shifting sands peace,
best telegraph service was feeble
she was Jeet, "The Social Problem."
according to advices received Sea during a blizzard,
of
the
about
three
desert
jourdays'
and liable to interruption.
here. He is said to have made known quickly pounded to pieces by terrific
Program for the morning services
WILL ARBITRATE STRIKE
ney from Timbuktu, the French mili- his
Some curious routings of messages
willingness to meet emissaries of seas. The crew was in a desDerate beginning at 10.30 o'cloc.
22.
March
Acting tary station.
Washington,
were made necessary by the destruc
plight and had lost hope when the
the federal government.
Piano voluntary5.
Commissioner G. WT. W. Hanger, of
After a fight lasting all day, the
tion of the wires. It is only 85 miles
Amer came up, launched, a lifeboat
200
A
of
rebels
detachment
Chi"Rescue the Perishing"
today
Hymn,
the bureau of labor, will go to
overcome.
Their
French troops were
from Chicago to Milwaukee, but press
and took off the crew, making several
o
sent
to
General
communication
a
Rev. J. l. imbof.
Invocation,
between
as
mediator
gao today to act
commander, Lieutenant Martin, and
telegrams from Chicago went from the
commander of the troops here, perilous trips.
"In the Grave He Lay."
Hymn,
who threaten four
5,000i switchmen,
sergeants were killed, together
The captain and mate of the MaChicago to Pittsburgh, and around on
"A Welcome," Rev. J. L. Imhof.
offering to surrender if they are givto strike, and the railroads.
with 53 native troops.
a leased wire through Columbus,
ria refubed to ieave their ship until
en assurance of amnesty.
Scripture lesson, Matthew XXVIII,
The parties to the threatened strike
A few troops
escaped on pack
Ohio, Cincinnati,
Kansas
Omaha,
consuls have been assurod every man had been saved. Trie
Foreign
and
Mr.
Judge
Hanger
to
news
requested
horses and brought the
Amer's life boals was too much batCity and Minneapolis to Milwaukee.
Hymn.
"Rise, Clarions Leader,
Knann of the commerce court, to headquarters in Timbuktu. They de- by General Lojedro that ample proThe Associated Press leased wire
tered by the waves to return for Rise."
afforded1
to
their
peobe
will
tection
come in. Judge Knapp has not tak-- i clared that the Arabs suffered treto Peoria was routed via Pittsburgh
them and the steward of the French
In event of an attack by the rebRecitation, ".My
Wish, ' . Forrest
en the matter up, as his commission mendous losses before the ammuni- ple
and St. Louis.
who had already Deen saved, Gerard.
els on this city.
bark,
act
Krdnian
the
under
as mediator
tion of the French troop was exdived from the Amer with a life ltne
It is estimated- - that the damage
An exercise, "The Lilies," by the '
on March 4. His reappoint- hausted.
swam back to the wreck. He juniors.
and
done to wires will aggregate $2,000,-000- , expired
Course
Mail
Takes
Long
is
Wilson
expectment by President
the heaviest loss which the teleWTMnton, March 22. As railroad and the captain and mate were ulti-- 1 An exercise, "The Daffodils," by
ed.
graph and telephone companies have
communication between Larodo, Tos-as- , mafely dragged through the sea to the primaries.
TWO STEALERS COLLIDE
suffered from storms iu the hist five
Interior Mexico is at a the rescuing-- vessel.
and
Song, "Jesus Wants Me for a SunFERRYMAN ON A STRIKE
consul at Monterey toyears.
the
beam."
standstill,
With
22.
March
W
S.
N.
Sydney,
IN VINEYARD SOUND day reported that all United States
Recitation, Sometimes th Night!
the metropolis crowded for the JOaster
Mexico should be sent bv MOORE RESIGNS FliCSS
is
mall
for
Dark," Hafold Flaiz.
and
racing show carnival, deck hands
Ma- and
of
An
Texas,
Brownsville,
way
exercise, "Preserved Sunshine,"
MOLD 'engineers of the Sydney ferries which CITY OF MACON AND JAMES
Cjll'iF
Mexico. There is one train THE WEATHER
tarooras.
the
intermediates.
by
BUREAU
laj practically every crowded suburb
between the latter city and
WHITNEY, HOWEVER, DO
So'io, Clarence Gerard.
dally
the dty, struck today, throwing
NOT SINK.
Monterey.
Offering for benevolences.
LIT ALLtNh HANGa t jmttltc
into iiHlCBcruianio coiuu- still
threatens THOUGH A DEMOCRAT, HEAD OF
General Obregon
Prayer.
men
The
jsiion and tying up traffic.
Cananea with several hundred volunTHE DEPARTMENT DECIDES
Vinyard Haven, Mass., March 22.
Hymn, "1 Know thrt My Redeemer
48
of
week
hours,
a
demand
working
BUT HE SAYS THEY
The revenue cutter Itasca left Wood's teers and Yaqul Indians. General
MAY
TO
Liveth."
RETIRE.
and all the efforts to effect a settle' Hole
THEIR PLIGHT TO
The lord's Supper.
today to assist the steamers Diaz is reiiorted to have arrested the
ment have proved futile. Small cralr,
of Macon and James S. Whit- governor of Sinaloa and the prefect
OTHER MEMBERS.
Marcti
City
22 Willis L.
Solo, Miss Jennie Kolbo.
Washington,
jor all descriptions have been pressed ney, which were in collision in a of Mazatlan.
of the weather buroau,
chief
Moore,
Address, "He Is R.Ison," Rev. J. U
to
cotte
into service, but are unable
heavy fog in Vineyard Sound late
Washington, March 22. Chief Jus-- with the
resigned today. Secretary Houston Imhof.
situation.
last night. The ste amors anchored
tice White today declined to grant a
State Troops Move on Naco
Invitation Hymn.
accepted the resignation after a talk
writ of error to have the supreme
after the accident.
Naco, Ariz., March 22. Combined with President Wilson, to become efBenediction.
WHALING IS REVIVED
An eight foot note was torn in the state troop forces at noon today be- fective July 31. Professor lioore Is
court review the death sentence im-- j
At the Baptist Church. .
Seattle, Wash., March 22. The okl side of the City of Macon above the gan moving in against Naco, Sonora. a democrat and was a candidate tor
posed upon Claude Allen for his part
Easier services will ho held
Special
in the IlillBvillo court house murders, 'time seafaring trade of whaling, once water line and the bow of the Whit- Following his precedent of last week, appointment as
secretary of agricul- at the First Baptist church, both
but granted Allen's attorneys permis believed on the verge of extinction, ney was broken in when the steamers General Ojeda also left the Mexican ture.
morning and evening, a cordial Invision to lay their request before any is brightening up a;;ain in Alaskan crashed. No one was injured.
border town and set out to meet the
Secretary Houston explained that tation is given to the pubic, by the
The City of Macon was bound from enemy. His ranks are depleted by de- the office of chief of the weather pastor. Rev. N. B.
justice of the court. Claude and his waters. Today three steam whalers
Green, to worship
are under siintf.ncft to! die armed with harpoon runs, letl ior Savannah to Boston with a few pas- sertions, and the Huerta commander bureau was not covered by civil ser- at this church. At the
morning
a
fleet
the north, as the vanguard of
sengers and a cargo or freight. The has no more than S30 men, while four vice and was a presidential appoint- vice, which will
March 28.
11 o'clock,
at
begin
After 'leaving the chief justice, Al- to follow. More whalers will sail Whitney was bound from New York groups of the stale troops aggregate ment.
J. S. "vVInans, a traveling ci.in, wli!
ever to Boston with freight.
len's attorney!; laid their application from Seattle ibis year than
1,500 men.
"We have no one in mind now," oEicato. Mr. TVmiams Is a puwl
The collision came without warning
before Justk"; Hughes, who took it before.
During the pant two years
said the secretary, "but will try to speaker ami he win a!.i!
the emi- :
1o
of
vessel has proved a lucra- In a
fotr. The vessels Btrtnk
the
and
under consIderaCon
State Troops, Are Ready.
type
promised
get Iho best man we can of pcienilfle
on.
tive nic'CKfi.
practically
decide today If pomibliv
Guaymas, Sonora, Mex., March 22. ability and odniinii:Uutive talent"
(Com
OF , NEW
SOUTH
WALES IS BADLY DEALT Wl TH
BY THE PEOPLE.

EXECUTIVE

LOWER

THEMSELVES

FROM UPOF MINNESOTA

STATE

TROOPS

Id CHARGE

OF

y

o

RUMORS
LITTLE

OF

WAR

NATION'S

GROWING

DEFI

IS

TO RESULT IN
RIOUS TROUBLE

SE-- .

MEX-ICA-

March 28. The
government today addressed a strongly worded note to
Montenegro which was in the nature
of an ultimatum.
Ileyond piomising that the future
bombardment of Scutari will be directed against the fortifiactions and
not against the town, Montenegro's
reply to Austrias original remonstrances, is a refusal to comply with
the Austrian demands.
The note declares that for military
reasons Montenegro must refuse to
permit civilians to leave Scutari,
and that she cannot allow the
consul in Scutari to
lake part in the inquiry into the death
of the priest Palie or the alleged co
ercive conversion of Catholics,
de
claring that such an investigation by
a foreign official would be incompatible with th. sovereign rights of the
king of Montenegro. Finally, the re
ply contains some evasive remark's
concealing the alleged molestation of
the Austrian steamer Skodra at San
Giovanni di Medua. Austria demanded the punishment of the military and
civil officials responsible for ordering Captain Blasich to assist in landing Servian troopa and war munitions
arid to help rescue drowning
men
from transports which the cruiser
Ilamidieh had sunk.
Vienna,

Austro-Hungaria-

n

Austria-H-

ungarian

o

tea-tival- s.

j

j

-

;

IMilflEB'S

SER-VIC-

Paris Fears the Worst.
Paris, March 22
isolated action against Montenegro
is looked upon with considerable anxiety here. It is believed' that a naval
demonstration off the Montenegrin
coast will, in the present temper of
the Montenegrins, result In an armed
collision. Should such act occur,
Russia, It is believed, certainly would
intervene.
Louis Brunet,
the Montenegrin
consul general at Paris, commenting
upon Austria's note to Montenegro
today, said:
"It is clear that Austria seeks a
fresh quarrel with Montenegro and
It recalls the incident at Prizrend In
which the Austrian consul Prochaska
was the principal. On this occasion
Austria selects the nionient when
the fortress of Scutari Is about to
fall to act.
"The pretext she uses, is trivial.
The Austrian government knows that
to allow the civil population of Scutari to ieave the citadel would be to
paralyze the Servian and Montenegrin military operations for the 'reason that the greater part of the civilian Inhabitants have been armed and
are defending the city.
Austria-Hungary-

's

German Ship Is Detained.
Germany, March 22.
Greek warships today seized the
German steamer lrmingard off the
Island of Lemnos in the Aegean Sea.
She sailed from Barry, Wales, on
February 23 for Genoa. No details
of the reason for' her capture, are
given in the telegram received by
the owners.
,
Bremen,

Greeks Raise Blockade
Washington, March 22. The Greek
'government has raised the blockade
on the coast of Epirus from Preves-se- a
northward to 40 degrees, four
minutes north latitude, according to
official reports today from the American legation at Athens.
Austria May Attack Montenegro
Berlin, March 22. The German foreign office li'nriied today Hint armed
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man to make a pope of, yet he has
been long enough In the Sacred ColkWilil! I
lege to be in touch with all elements
in it
There are several other members of
the Sacred College who undoubtedly
UiWL
serious consideration
will receive
when the time comes to elect a suc
A
cessor to Pius X, but the general im
selec
is
Rome
the
that
in
pression
tion will be eventually narrowed down
THOUGH
De Lai and FAMOUS ACTRESS,
TRINIDAD GAMBLER ALSO IS RE FORMER PAPAL SECRETARY OF to Cardinals Rampolla,
REARED IN THE
WAS
JEWESS,
MaffL
ELECTED
BE
MAY
STATE
QUIRED TO PAY A FINE
CATHOLIC CHURCH.
WHEN PONTIFF DIES
OF $500

:ptc? iMFioni
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IN JAIL
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CAN YOU DOUBT IT.
(By Willis J. Abbott)
not
22, Eli
Rome, March 22 The pope is
Trinidad, Coloi, j March
the other great French traLike
orders
Green, convicted in the district court granti ii 3 audiences, and on the
When the Proof Can Be Easily Invest- gedienne, Rachel, Sarah Bernhardt
as
is
restricting
last Saturday of being a common gam of his physicians he
igated.
was born a Jewess, though she was
with
bier, was den ied a new trial by Judge much as possible his interviews
educated In the Roman
Catholic
the
of
court
and
those members of the
A. W. McHendrie thiB morning
When so many grateful citizens of faith. Her parentage was somewhat
confer
to
the
in
who
are
compelled
months
Vatican
sentenced to serve nine
East Las Vegas testify to benefit de- obscure not to say mysterious. She
He with him about current official busi
rived from Doan's Kidney Pills, can describes her mother as a Dutch
county jail and pay a fine of $500.
was remanded to the hands of the ness. That the venerable Pontiff is you doubt the evidence The proof is Jewess, but of her father she spoke
sheriff. Attorney E. E. Cooley made in extremely bad health is no longer not far away It Is almost at your little and
seemingly knew lees. It Is
execution denied, though the tme nature of his door. Read what a resident of East
application for a stay of
to presume
fair
that he was a
would ap- ailments has not been disclosed. Ac Las
Vegas says about Doan's Kidney Frenchman and a Cathalic.
advising the court that he
court cording to some, he is suffering from Pills. Can
you demand more convincpeal the case to the supreme
This composite parentage somea kidnev disease. Others declare that
of the state. The court granted
ing testimony?
times
proved embarrassing. After
of the arteries. The
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main Ave., the Franco-Prussia- n
stay of execution of 20 days, giving it is a hardening
war Bernhardt's
that
view
time
most optimistic take the
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "In enemies
the counsel for defense ample
she was a Gerthat
charged
and depression arise fl907 I publicly recommended Doan's
to apply for a writ of supersedeas
man an assertion which her accent
fmm thp iinreme court. Court fixed from his last attack of gout
Kidney Pills and at this time I can seemed to
strengthen. She had to
While opinion differs as to the na confirm the statement l then gave In vaunt her mother's Holland descent
the bond at $1,000. The sentence im
nosed upon Eli Green today was the ture of the pope's illness there Is one their praise. I obtained Doan's Kid to escape hissing. . . . In Russia,
per ney Pills at the Center Block Phar
severest ever imposed upon a gambler matter on which all
where religious prejudic runs high,
in the history of the district court of sons in Rome seem agreed that the macy and the cure they effected has she was accused of being a Jewess,
somewhat stormy and eventful career been permanent."
Las Animas county.
and was
forced to call upon the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Eli Green was indicted on nine se of Pius X is rapidly drawing to
of her Catholic father to res- shade
was r'nuo
This oiiinion is reflected m cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N. cue
parate charges. The first case
her popularity.
tried last Saturday and a conviction he discussion as to his probable sue Y., sole agents for the United States.
Whatever
her ancestry, Sarah was
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SPRING STYLES IN

LINGERJE WAISTS
Never have Lingerie waists been more popular than for this coming season nor have they
ever been more dainty and irresistibly attractive. Square, Round and V necks with long or
short sleeves and high necks with long sleeves offer an excellent variety of styles from which to
choose. And materials are almost unlimited in variety. Many of the ganrents are daintly trimmed with the season's most popular shades.

S1.75 to S3.50

j

45 STYLES AT $1.25

n

j

j

1

1

'

of the season's best
An excellent variety of dainty and desirable waists including forty-fivthe'
popular "Bulgarian" waists, square, round or V neck models", high
styles, among which are
neck effects, Sailors, Middies, Robespierre effects and other stylish models, all well trade from
good materials tastefully trimmed and ccrr.binirg stjle, cemfert asd service.
e

EACH S1.25
We are showing the

largest variety of silk ana fancy waists in the citv.
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faces she slapped, her swoons, her mediately puts life into a whole j lighting of a scene, objurgates the
emotions on essaying a new part crowd of listless, yawning, loitering , lamps and reduces the electrician to
state of temporary insanity; sees
and for-j- a
were all grist for the press agent's folk; dashes oacfcwards
mill. She took two young lions for wards, inspiring every one with her ' a super who has blundered the aay
it, and
pets and her picture with the 'two j own feverish energy; goes into the before, remembers
cubs no more feline than 6he was
box, arranges her scenes, whelms him with her indignation;"
scattered over the world. She bad her points out the proper gesture and but enough! , We cannot follow tee
coffin made and professed to sleep intonation, rises up in wrath scd Parisian to the end of his brain-insison everything being done over storm. Let us dismiss the subject of
in It, to the joy of newspaper matts,
ers and readers the world over. For again; shouts with fury; sits down this sketch with Mark Twain's
drinks tea and begins to re- - ler comment on her entire
the coffin story M. Kdmond Rostand,
the author of "Cyrano de Bergerac."
her own part; draws tears ness:
refused to stand. "I never made the from case hardened actors who thrust j "There are five kinds of actresses
acquaintance of the Sarah with the their enraptured heads out of the j bad actresses, fair actresses, good
coffin," he wrote, and thereupon wings to watch her; returns to ter actresses, great actresses, and Sarah
gave his descritpion of the Sarah he room, where the decorators are wait-- Bernhardt."
knew In phrase as nervous as she big, demolishes their plans and re-constructs them; collapses, wipes her j Foley
herself was, thus:
juaney Pills will rea. a jor
"A broughan 6tops at a door; a brow with a lace handkerchief an.1 Individual case ir yon have any form
kidney or bladder troab'.c ar.y
women, enveloped In furs, Jumps out, thinks of fainting; suddenly rushes
threads her way with a smile through up to the fifth floor, invades the backache- - rheumatism, uric acid pois- or irregular ana painrm Kjaney
the crowd attracted by the singling premises of the astonished costumier, ucing
action. They are strengthening, to-of the bell on tne harness and rummages in the wardrobe, makes np cic and curative, and contain no habit
mounts a winding stair; plunges a costume, pleats and adjusts it; re- forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer and
into a room crowded with flowers turns to her room and teaches the Red Cross Drug Co. A dr.
and heated like a hothouse; throws figurantes how to dress their hair;
her little beribboned handbag, with has a piece read to her while she PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
but never follows the ose of Foley
its apparently inexhaustible contents, makes bouquets; listens to hundreds
Honey and Tar Compound.
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into one corner, and her bewinged of letters, weeps over some tale of the cough, heals the sore and Inflamhat into another; takes off her furs misfortune and opens the inexhaust- ed air passages, and strecs:l'ens the
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and Instantaneously dwindles Into a ible little clinking handbag; confers '""
beehive on canjn.
mere scabbard of white silk; rushes with an English perrequier; returns PackaSeK
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CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

VNf.-

DAMES

BEA11TIFIER

Leading Store

S.ose4iamM& Son
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Prices 3.00 to y.C0

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,
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-
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Hoskius, Cashior-KLewis, Ass't Cash
.
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Interest Pa.id On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK
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-

S30.000 00

Office Wish the San Migurl National Bank

Wm. G. HAYUON
H. W. KELLY
D.

President
Vice President

T. HOSKINS

Treasurer
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gregation on the subject, "The Dark
Valley 'lcailiroad."
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Recessional hymn 123, ''leluia, Alleluia, A. S. Sullivan.
Full vested choir and crueifier.
Sopranos: Misses Grace Lord, Lucy
Myers, Mary Lowry, Ruth Winters,
Helen Noyea, Phoebe Hart, Edna
Gerard and C. Murray. Altos: Misses
Merrill, Mann, and Mrs. Murray.
Tenors and basses: Misses C. Clay,
H. W. Gehring, S. L. Moore, H. Haskell, W. Burns, L. C. Taylor.
Crucifier, ' Carlos Spiess.
Organist, Mrs. Charles O'Malley.
At the First Presbyterian Church.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, and
the choir of the First Presbyterian
church have arranged for a beautiful
Easter celebration. The order cf
services for Easter morning is as fol-
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lans for Genoa, join hands with them
itt attacking the theories of Schoen.
The French writer bases his arguments oa certain names and other
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Genoese remlniscencec, while Schoen
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J. ThornM"
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Blood, Secretary.
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ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER

George

Hunker Chester

H.

A.

Hunt

Attorneys-at-La-

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Las Vegas.
New MexMu
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall.
DENTISTS
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
PR. "E. L. HAMMOND, DENTUT
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Crockett Building.
Visiting members are especially Office
Main Hi
Telephone
welcome and cordially invited.
Main 1
House Telephone

J.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every flrat

DR.

F.

B.

HUXMANN

Dentist
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
Dental work of any description
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate
prices.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
retary.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,.
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
COUN.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
F
CIL NO. 804. Meeta second and he Is senior partner of the firm of
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall, the
City of Toledo, County and State
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem-ber- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
are cordially Invited. Richard the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of Ca
Devtne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
g

of HAUL'S

CATARRH

CURE.

FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn td before me and subscribeo
In my presence, this 6th day of De
cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public,
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter
nally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
B. P. O. ELKS Meeta second and
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
fourth Tuesday evening of each patlon. Adv
month Elks home on Ninth street
You can say goodbye to constlpa
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth
ers are cordially Invited. P. D. Me tlon with a clear conscience If you
Tablets. Many
use Chamberlalnls
Elroy, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Con- have been permanently cured by their
don, Secretary.
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv
0. 0. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit
lng brethren cordially invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery truate.

RETAIL PRICES
lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 ba., Each Delivery
200 Ibe. to 1,000 lb. Each Delivery
50 lb, to
200 lbs. Each Delivery
Leaa than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

2.000

1,000 lbs.

20c per 100 lbs.
. . 25c per 10 lb.
30c per 100 lb.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 181 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aeo
Lasting Qualltlea ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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CHAPTER I Cowboys of th
Fly1n
over th
Heart ranch are heartbroken
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In a footthe defeat of their champion
race with the cook of the Centipeda
ranch. A house party is on at the Flytnt;
Heart. J. Wallinpford Speed, cheer leader at Tale, and Culver Covington, intercollegiate champion runner, are expectV.

BY-
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BROTHERS
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CHAPTER
Blake, Speed'i
weetheart, suggests to Jean Chapln, sister of the owner of the ranch, that she
Induce Covington, her lover, to win back
the phonograph. Helen declares that if
Covington won't run, Speed will. She
tells Stover, the foreman, that the phonograph will be wop back
elen

llf

CHAPTER III Htover's Announcement
causes
that they have a new
irreat Joy among the cowboys. Speed and
his valet, Larry Glass, trainer at Tale,
arrive.

len
CHAPTER
Blake asks Rneed.
who has posed to her as an athlete, to
race against the Centipede man. The
cowboys Join In the appeal to Wally, and
"You're a True Sport."
fearing that Helen will find him out, he
connents. He insists, however, that he
shall be entered as an unknown, figuring wear that silk running-sui- t
Who
that Covington will arrive in time to take
his place.
knows, maybe I can run!"
"Nix. now! Don't kid yourself too
(Continued from Yesterday)
far. This thing Is funny enough as it
IV-He-

stands."

CHAPTER V.

discovered his
protege on the rear porch
engrossed with Miss Blake,
and
signaled him from
sfa; bt. the young man Ignored the signal, and the
trainer strolled up to the
steps.
"Hello, Larry! What's on
your mind?" inquired Speed.
"I'd like to see you." Glass, clad in
his sportiest garments, seemed utter
ly lacking in the proper appreciation
of a valet's position.
He treated his
employer with a tolerant
Miss Blake excused
herself and
went Into the house, whereupon hei
companion showed his irritation. "Set
here, Larry, don't you know bettei
than to interrupt me in the midst of a
hammock talk?"
"Oh, that's all right," wheezed the
trainer. "As long as you didn't spill
her out, she'll be back."
"Well, what is it?"
"I had a stomach-laugslipped to
me just now." He began to shake.
e
to
"So you broke up my
tell me a funny story?"
"Listen here. These cowboys have
This
got you touted for a
time Glass laughed aloud, hoarsely
"They have framed a race with a
ginny down the block."
"All right, I'll run."
Mr. Glass's face abruptly fell Into
solemn lines. "Quit your kiddin',
Wally; you couldn't run a hundred
yards In twenty minutes. These guys
are on the level. They've sent General Garcia over to cook it"
"Yes. The race comes off in ten
days."
Glass allowed his mouth to drop
open and his little eyes to peer forth
In startled amazement.
"Then it's true? I guess this climate
Is too much for you," he said. "When
iid you feel this comin' on?"
Speed laughed. "1 know what I'm
ARTtY GLASS

good-natur-

e

tete-a-tet-

"Oh, I dare say it looks like a joke
to you, but it doesn't to me, Larry. If
I don't marry that girl. I 1 11 go off
my balance, that's all, and I'm not going to overlook any advantage whatever. Fresno sings love songs, and
he's got a mint of money. Well. I'm
going to work this athletic pose to
death. I'm going into training, I'm going to talk, eat, sleep, live athletics
for a week, and when I'm unexpectedly crippled on the eve of the race, it
is going to break my heart. Under-

stand! I am going to be so desperately disappointed that I'll have to choose
between suicide and marriage. The
way I feel now, I think I'll choose marriage. But you must help."
"Leave it to me, Bo!"
From Inside the house came the
strains of Dearie, sung in a sympathetic tenor, and upon the conclusion
Berkeley Fresno's voice inquiring:
"Miss Blake, did I ever tell you
about the time I sang Dearie to the
mayor's daughter in Walla Walla?"
Miss Blake appeared on the gallery
with her musical admirer at her elbow.
"Yea," said she, sweetly. "You told
me all about the mayor's daughter a
week ago." Then spying Speed and his
companion, she exclaimed: "Mr. Fresno has a fine voice, hasn't he? He
sings with the Standard Glee Club."

'Indeed."
"Sure!" The Native Son of the
Golden West shook up a hammock-cushiofor the girl. "Tenor!" said he,
v
sententiously
"Say no more," Speed remarked;
"It's all right with us!"
Fresno looked up.
"What's wrong with my singing?"
"Oh, I've Just told the girls that
you're going to run that foot race,"
Helen interposed, hurriedly, at which
Fresno exploded.
"What's wrong with my running?"
inquired Speed.
"I can beat you!"
Larry Glass nudged his employer
openly, and seemed on the verge of
Soing."
hysteria. "Let him go," said he. "Let
With an effort at restraint, the him go; he's funny."
trainer inquired:
Speed addressed Helen, with a mag"What's the idea?"
nanimous smile:
"I'll tell you how it came up, Larry.
"Suppose we allow Frez to sing this
( I'm very fond of Miss Blake. That's
foot race? We'll pull it off in the
why I broke the record getting out treble cleff."
here as soon as I was Invited. Well,
"Oh. I mean it!" maintained the
she believes, from something I said
tenor, stubbornly. "I don't want to
one of those odd moments, you know run Skinner, .the cook, but I'll run you
that I'm a great athlete, and she to see who does meet him."
told those cowboys that I'd gladly put
Speed shrugged his shoulders indulon my spiked shoes and carry their gently.
colors to victory. You've heard about
"I'm afraid you're a little overthe phonograph?"
weight."
Glass smiled wearily. "I can't hear
"I'll train down."
nothing else. The gang is daffy on
'Perhaps if you wait until I beat
grand opera."
this cook, I'll take you on."
"When I was accused of being an
Glass broke out. in husky indignaathlete I couldn't deny it, could I ?"
tion: "Sure! Get a rep, Cull, get a
"I see. You was stringin the gal, rep!" Then to his employer: "Come
and Bhe called you, eh?"
on, Wally, you've got to warm up."
"I wouldn't express It In quite those lie mounted the steps heavily with his
terms. I may have exaggerated my protege.
abilities slightly." Glass laughed. "She
When they had gone, Miss Blake
Is such a great admirer of athletics, It clapped her hands.
was quite natural. Any man would
"I'm so excited!" ehe exclaimed.
have done the same. She got xne com- "You see. It's all my doings!
Oh,
mitted in front of the cowboys, and I how I adore athletes!"
had to accept or be a quitter."
"Most young girls do," Fresno smilGlass nodded appreciatively. "All ed, sourly. "My UiBte runs more to
(he same," snid he, "you've got more music." After a moment's meditation,
lierve than a burglar. How you goin' he observed: "Speed doesn't look like
"
to
a winter to me. I I'll wager he
' "i maue the
match for an 'un- cunt' do a hundred yards )n fifteen-two,- "
.,

side-step?-

known.' ',' Speed winked. "Covington
fll be here in a day or two. I'll wire
I
him to hurry up. Forttmaldy
brought a lot of athletic clothes with
me, so I'll go into training under your
direction. When Covington gets here
I'll let him run."
The fat man sighed with relief.
"Now I'm hep. I was afraid you'd try
to go through with it. You had me
wingin' for a while, but I plugged your
Pawnee liill
eh mo with the cowboys.
arid hit Congress of' Rough
Riders
think you're a cyclone.' '
"ii.'H he (it nt eli;i!!"e I ever had to

t

'
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new aiarjr
er. "Buy
little friend." He stripped off his bath
robe, and handed It to his trainer. "Is
she looking at me?" he whispered.
"Both eyes, big as saucers."
Speed settled his spikes into the
dirt as he had seen other sprinters do,
set himself for an Instant, then loped
easily around the house and out of
sight.
To the cowboys this athletic panimpressive. With
oply was vast'y
huge satisfaction they noticed the
sleeveless shirt, the loose running-trunks- ,
and, above all, the generous
display of medals. With a wild yell of
delight they broke out npon the trail
of their champion, only to have Glass
thrust his corpulent body in their
path. With an upflung arm be stemmed the tide.
"It's no use, boys," he cried, he's a
mile away!"

cui.uu-ly- .

"The world's record is nine and
three-fifththat's the limit of human
endurance."
"I hope he doesn't injure himself,"
breathed the girl, and the tenor wandered away, disgusted beyond measure. When he was out of hearing he
remarked, aloud:
"I'll bet he runs so slow we'll have
h
on him. Anyto wind a
how, I think I'll find out something
more about this race." Once In his room, Mr. J. Walling-forSpeed made a search for writing
materials, while Larry Glass overhauled a trunk filled with athletic
clothing of various descriptions. There
rowing-suits- ,
basewere running-suits- ,
ball and football suits, sweaters, jerseys, and bath robes all of which
were new and unstained. At the bofc
torn Glass discovered a box full of
emblems.
bronze and near-gol"Here's your medals," said be.
"Good! I'll wear them."
"Nix!
You can't do that. Those
gals will get w ise." He selected one,
and read on the reverse side, "Clerk
of the course;" another was engraved
"Starter." All were official badges of
some sort or other. "You always were
Btrong on the 'Rectption Committee'
stuff. There's six of them," said he.
Speed pointed to the bureau.
See if you can't
"Try a nail-filscratch off the lettering. How's this?"
He read what he had written for the
wire. " 'Culver Covington,
and so
forth. Come quick. First train. Native Son making love to Jean. Wally.'
Ten words, and it tells the whole
story. I can hardly explain why I
want him, can I? He expects to stop
o5 In Omaha for a day or two, but
he'll be under way in an hour after
he gets this. I hate to spoil his little
visit, but he can take that in on his
way hovne. Now I'll ring for somebody, and have this taken over to the
station by the first wagon."
"Say, you better scratch this Fresno." said Larry.
"Why?"
"He's hep to you." '
"Nonsense!"
Glass looked up at a sound, to discover Mariedetta, the Mexican maid
who had come In answer to Speed's
stop-watc-

1f&f2

SATURDAY,

(To be Continued Monday)

NEWS

Santa Fe, N. M., March 22. That
ot correspondence
representatives
schools will be bror.gnt to time by
the passage of the law regulating the
operations of sueh institutions in this
state was the declaration of Alvan
X. Whte, state superintendent of pubMr. White today
lic instruction.
mailed copies of the law to the county school superintendents and educators in New Mexico.
"My recent trip il n jh P.i Arri-b- a
county," said Mr. White, "convinced me that agents of fraudulent
schools have been at work robbing
rich and poor families of sums as
high as $1000 or more with their
fake promises A pupil is 'enrolled'
and sends in lessons. The 'school'
replies promptly with criticism for
three or four weeks and then nothing moTe is heard of the beautiful
course of studies.' Hereafter, correspondence schools and business colleges will have to come before the
board of educatoin and show cause
why they are to have a hand in the
education of New Mexico's youth."
Mr. White was emphatic in declaring that good correspondence schools
and there are several of them will
have no trouble in getting permission
to canvas this state for scholars who
wish to study gy the correspondence
method. Pupils living far away from
schools or others, such as clerks, who
find their work will not permit them
to attend classes, but who nave a little spare time at night to devote to
6ome special study, will still have opportunities for corresponding and using an inverted postage stamp as the
"college yell."
To get an idea of' the enormous
popularity of the correspondence
school method in recent years, one
has but to note that a famous school
of Scranton has enrolled more than a
million pupils since it started business. The total number of pupils enrolled in the United States common
schools in 1910 was less than IS mil-

call.

"In the doorway!" the trainer said
under his breath. "Pipe the Cubac
Queen!"
"You call?" Inquired Mariedetta o)
the younger man.
"Yea, I want this telegram to go U
the depot as soon as possible."
Mariedetta took the message and
turned silently, but as she went she
flashed a look at Glass which caused
that
gentleman to wink
at his companion.
"Some frill! Eh? I'm for her! She's
strong for me, too."
"How do you know?"
"We talked It over. I gave her a
little kiss to keep for me."
"Careful, Larry! She may have a
cowboy sweetheart."
Glass grunted, disparagingly.
'Them ginnys is jokes to me."
As Speed talked he clad himself in
his silken uniform, donned his spiked
short-walste-
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Other Matters.
Mr. White sent out a circlar tetter to the county superintendents say-

5
"Nix, Nowl

Dont Kid Yourself Too
Far.

shoes, and pinned the medals upon his
chest.
"How do I look?' 'he queried.
"Immense! If she likes athletes, it's
a
for you."
bath
"Then give me the baby-blurobe with the monogram We'll go out
and trot around a little."
But his complacency received a
shock as he stepped out upon the veranda. Not only Helen piake awaited
him, but the other girls as well, while
out in front were a dozen or more
whom Fresno had rallied.
"Goin" to take a little run, eh?" inquired Stover. "We allowed we'd lay
off a few minutes and watch you."
"Thanks!"
"Yes," Fresno spoke up. "I told
the boys we'd better hold a
on you and see what shape you're in."
"A
said Glass, sharply.
"Yes. i have one."
"
"Not today said Speed's trainer.
"No!" he admonished, as his protege
turned upon him. "Some other time,
iiiohbe. You're just off a long trip,
and I can't risk gottln' you stove up."
"Tomorrow, perhaps," urged Freswalk-awa-

e

cow-hoy- s

stop-watc-
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no.

two-fifth-
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QUAUTYAH DSTYLECORRECT

ing:
"I suppose that full and adequate
notice of the eighth grade examination has been given throughout your
county. You will recall that the first
dates are April 11, 12 and the second
May 16, 17. If you have determined
as to where examinations will be held
and desire us. to send questions directly to any teacher or examiner, 1
shall be glad to comply with any request. If we do not hear rrwm you, I
shall send questions directly to you
for distribution, but it will be necessary for you to advise me as to the
number of sets of questions needed
All information for the April date as
to number of sets of questions needed and names of places and persons
are to be sent,
to whom questions
should be in my possession by Monday, April 1. Otherwise, there may be
delay In getting the questions distributed in time."
Copies of the amendment ot tne
county high school bill have also
been sont educators in the state.
Go to Raton.
Raton is holding a big teachers'
meeting today and Santa Fe Is well
represented at it. Chief Clerk Rupert
Asplund is there representing Superintendent White. Miss Manet te Meyers, head of industrial education, has
to attend the
also gone to Raton
meeting; and show some of the beauties of domestic science and manual
training.
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"I wouldn't promise.
"Then the next day. I've timed lots
of men. The watch is correct."
"Let's see it," Glass held out his
hand.
"
"Oil, It's a good watch. It cost me
"'Fifteen-two- '
is cribbage," said one hundred and twenty-fivdollars."
Miss Blake.
As Glass reached fo? flie timepiece
s
seconds is an unfortunate
"Fifteen and
accident occurred.
what I mean."
Speed struck his elbow, and the watch
"Is that fast?"
fell. Fresno dove for it. then held it
Fresno smiled, indulgently this to his car and shook it.
time. "Jean's friend Covington can go
"You've broken it!" he cried, accus the distance in nine and
ingly.
seconds. He's a real sprinter. I think
"Oh, I'm sorry! My fault," Speed
this fellow is a joke."
apologized
"Indeed he is not If Mr. Covington
"If it was your fault, maybe you'll
can run as fiist as that, Mr. Spe'd can n.
rijn faster. He tjl i T SO."
"Gladlv!". Stieed turi2JsJii trainfour-fifth-
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Children are much more likely to
contract the contagious diseases when
t1Py have colds. Whooping coudi
and con
rtinhthoHa aearlet fever
sumption are diseases thnt are oftena
contracted when the child has
.cold. That is why all medical au- thorities say beware of colds. For
the quick cure of colds vou will find
nothing better th. n Chamberlain's
Courh Remedy. It can always be de- -
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White Serge Suit or Dress
To The
PARISIAN DRY
CLEANERS

Finch's Golden Wadding nye, aged
In the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the ixbby, of course.

Plaza.

Browne

STEARNS
-- GROCER-

H. E. Bergman of this city is the
proud possessor of the coat, sword
and scabbord worn in the civil war
by his father, who recently died in
Victor, Colo. Mr. Bergman received

the articles yesterday.
The Ladies' Guild of St Paul's Memorial Episcopal church will meet
Tuesday aftrnoon at 2:3C o'clock in
the guild haH. All members are requested to be present, as the annual
election of officers will occur.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
i
t

i
'3

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Soe Agents

THAN NEW

PHONE MAIN

35

The Catholic ladies today made arrangements for the appearance of the
Shubert Concert company in this city
under their auspices on April 24. This
company has made an appearance
here before arid established a reputation that will no doubt draw a large
audience for its second appearance.

of the
Mayor Lorenzo Delgado
town of Las Vegas has issued a proclamation for an election at which
members of the board of education
will be selected. The election will
occur on April 10. Mr. Delgado said
today that the best possible men, irrespective of politics, will be chosen
for members of the boara, which will
be composed of five persona.' Two of
the members will be cnosen for two
years and three for four years.
The Ladies' Aid of the East side
Catholic church have in their possession a box containing four gifts that
are understood to be of precious va
lue. The fact that the box is being
well guarded by a secret committee
gives force to the reported value of
its contents. Several members of
the aid have been approacuM by var
rious speculators who have gone so
far as to offer great bribes for any
information relative to the box, its
contents or its whereabouts. But the
only knowledge forthcoming is that
the box is well guarded; its contents
are valued, t id it will be opened in
the presence of all present at the
five hundred party Thursday, March
27 and the contents will be bestowed
upon four of those there present.

The Optic is in receipt of the new
school law passed at the recent session of the legislature. It went into
effect immedaitely
upon
being Adv.
signed by Governor McDonald and
will govern .the election of the new
A GOOD VAUDEVILLE SHOW.
board of education of Eart Las Vegas,
The vaudeville stunt )at the Browne
which will occur early next month.
theater last night pleased a large
The 'law will be published in full in
audience at both shows. The first
Monday's issue.
show started at 7:30 o'clock and Dy
8 o'clock the house was full.
The
District Attorney Charles W. G.
act of the vaudeville show was
first
Ward's office has been moved from
by Mullins nnd Withers,
the plaza to the court house where it presented
two
musicians who showed
colored
will be located on the second floor.
much ability in tue musical line, usofnew
f
the
The telephone number
the slide trombone and other
fice will be Main 77, the office hours ing
musical instruments. The secsuch
Atwill be from 10 a, m. to 4 p. m.
ond act of the special show was Robtorney Chester A. Hunker has receiv- ert
Carlstrom, impersonator, who
ed the appointment of assistant disthe audience in a roar throughkept
Is
an
active
trict attorney. He
young out
the
entire act. The last act was
lawyer and is expected to make good. John
an Irishman with
Ccrrigan,
This
was
his
goats.
enjoyed by all,
Wilson W.- Mills, son of former
educated
animals
the
off some
pulling
William
Mills
Mrs.
J.
and
Govrnor
of this city, has been signally hon- interesting stunts which made every
ored by election to the Theta Kappa Irishman in the house feel as much
Nu fraternity oj the University of at home as if he were on his own
he will be native isle. This same performance
Michigan, from which
The
Theta
Kappa will be given again In the Browne
graduated in June.
Nu is an honorary legai fraternity. theater tonight. The first show wfil
To win membership in it a young start at 7:30 o'clock and the second
man must make good grades in all at 8:30 o'clock.
his studies and perform other scholar-lfeats! He must be of excellent FATHER NAUGHTON'S GREETING.
Rev. Father B. E. Naughton, tne
man.
character and an
Theta Kappa Nu Is to the legal stud- young) Chicago priest who was so
ents what Phi Beta Kappa is to tue popular during the time he spent
students In the arts courses. Former here recuperating his health a few
Governor and Mrs. Mills, and all oth- years ago, has sent Easter greetings
er Las Vegans as well, are greatly to his many Las Vegas friends. Fathpleased to learn of the success of er Naughton is now located in Central city, Colo., where he is priest in
WTilson Mills in Ann Arbor.
charge of St Mary's parish. His letWILLIAM DEVOE DEAD
ter of greeting is as follows:
New York, March 22. Frederick
St Mary's Rectory,
William Devoe, one of the pioneers
Central titr, Colo.
in the paint manufacturing industry
I wish you earnMy Dear Friend:
of the country, died here last night estly, ail the joys oi this glorious
season of Easier m abundance. Mas
in his eighty-fiftyear.
our Risen Lord in His goodness and
mercy console and strengthen you in
1
all your trials and crosses, and may
His choicest and best blessings descend upon you and yours, ihic Easter day.
Sincerely yours,
-
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JOST HEAT FOR VOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

l

B. VJ.G

at:
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CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FROM

PASTEURIZED CHLAM
ASK YOUR. C.R.OCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co r
mmz

Can you lack learning without los
ing self respect? We nave little j
time nowadays to devote to mental j
culture. The daily paper and a ma?- - i
azine or so are about all that we can
get through with at the close of aj
hard day's work. Then, too, it Has j
been necessary for the Tast Esjoriry
of men to stop scnooi a long way this
side of a college diploma. Well, how
do you feel about it? Do you sneer
at college-bre- d
people as being
people 'who
hold their position by a pull? Lo yon
d
always apologize for not being a
"1
sever
encyclopedia, 6aying
had the advantage of a college
course." Or, with an everlasting
sense of dignity, knowing that prac
tical skill does not have to stand uncovered before any college, do yon
stand erect? Your part in the universe is as important a part in God's
plan as a university. As you hold up
your end of God's work, hold up your
head. Technical skill has as large a
place as any other trained mind.
"Seest thou a man diligent in business, he shall stand before kings."

y
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You Receive Prompt, Courteous and Fair Treat-

ment at

All Times.

;

and the season of the year is
approaching when the wearers
must depend upon the skill of
the ironer for the "natty" ap
pearance of her tub dresses.
Do you know we do this
work, and lift a dress from the
common place to one that shows
sste and refinement and makes
(he wearer seem daintily clad?

Las Veas Steam
AT THE GISAAF &
ijirtfafrr

-

-

OOTID

CO. STORE

Laundry
Phone hUin

1

Jefferson Kaynolds, Jrsiiitait.
Bailert EsyuDlas, Catfitier.
u. Erfc-- Hot-- , Astisiam Cmdiier.

E. D. Eaynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vic President

Y. M. C. A.

FIRST NATIONAL BANE

4
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The building will be open for visitors from 9 o'clock in the morning
.
until C o'clock in the
Every
man and boy in the city is cordially
invited to use the reading and coiTes- pondence rooms.
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MANY

i

Capital,

I

flOO.000

Soulcs., axe Uxmvipeij riorrr?

Oar Depositors Receive Even CosmeM

CITIZENS REV!

Within the Scope

THE POSTOfFICE

o! Good

Time

il

617 Douglit

About 50 prominent citizens this afternoon attended the meeting held
on the site of the federal building on
Douglas avenue for the purpose of explaining the proposition that is at
present before the public as to
whether the proposed street that is
to be on the west side of the building shall be "jogged"' or whether it
shall run straight through from Douglas to Main avenue. A large number of opinions were discussed. If
the street is run straight the city I
will be obliged to vote a bond issue
of several thousand dollars. If the
street runs straight the city will be
improved, in that two new buildings
will be erected.
On the otier side t.
of the question, if the street is jogged, a saving of about $25,000 will
be made. On next Monday evening
at the Commercial club rooms th?
question will be decided and the business men of the city are all requested to be present.

THERE IS KO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE

"HITS
TEE

KIXD THAT IS KljT

LYE-FEEL-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insbt on "Hunts"

want the highest

if you

quality in canned fruits

At

J. H. STEARNS
2s:

Gchooner Venture, from St. Maninez, before ie went to the
jolf course. St
British steamer Reliance off Sand
which has been abandoned in latitude expressed lis
cc
arpraciiiiar
issp
Key, last night reported having 27
north, longitude S5 west. The j tie tin and told tie Scouts J
r,ni
picked up seven men, comprising the
has gone In j be baci fcere uert Karii to see
w
pliot boat XoEpariel
officers and crew of the Dutch
search of the Venture.
they were jiroirwslss.
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SCOUTS HONOR TAFT.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Augusta, Ga., March 22. The Boy
Scouts of Augusta presented former
uite t
iousEiesr
President Taft with a cold tnife tils FOP. HEXT
Ti'Tf: T,rx
eSerfric
rooms,
l.pLtj..
f Ssts
morning. A delegation
called on Mr. Taft at his lore just

BELIEVE THIS

'

want the BEST
and most Sanitary
If you
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Bakery Goods
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Payments
CeJl 'Phone or Write
Esfcsy
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Fresh Every Day

i

5i Per" Cent Per Annum
Long Time

it

We carry the finest
assortment of the

the
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oucners

ever sold over

to

ON RJEAL ESTATE

in Greater Las Vegas

counter
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HUN FITS"

DUTCH SCHOONER ABANDONED.
Key West, Fla., March 22. The

the first gans
and this tautest promises to be l;$t.
In the
u.c; the avsy s znd
the Iriguois will mwt and the Pueb-

M. C. A.
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send your order to

los

Ate

the

Bescsils

AT MEETING HELD THIS AFTERNOON GROUND IS THOROUGHLY EXAMINED

E. NAUGHTON,

the Y. M. C, A.
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SHE!

Interest Paid on

teams will
day School basketball
again mix thincs. As a preliminary
stunt the Indian boys will j iay two
games. The games between the different Sunday sctiool teams will be
the fastest that will be played this
season. The Veuiodists nnd the Baptists, who have the two host teams in it
the league, win play the last game.
This event win oe fast In every respect, as the liaptists have been prac- fj
ticing constantly for this contest, and
they hope to cany the bacon homo.
Tho Methodists will play their usn.i'.
game and ihe tp;im that wins the contest will well deserve the honor.
The Christians and the husky Y. !J
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Complete Home Furnishers

TOMORROW

THE BASKETBALL GAMES.

Tonight at

T
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at the

Every Woman Is

Our Prices Are Popular

"That's Us"

..

J. C. JOHNSEN 8. SOI

d

BERNARD

Is to buy your Groceries, Meats and Bakery
Ooods where Prices Are Always Right; where

Before buying yovir Sprir g
see us. We will both save mc ney

calf-boun-

Interested In Dress

A Good Resolution

Our Spring Ruo Display Is Now Hezdj

silk-stocki-

,

Don't forget the big show at the
theater March 28. Living
pictures by Las Vegas' most popular
girls, also two reel of moving pictures. Admission 10c and 20c.

Morning

J. H.

It Will Look Better

The Missionary l ea of the Ladies'
league of the Presbyterian church
will meet Tuesday afternoon at the
residence "of Mrs. .W. E. Gortner on

the

Every Saturday)

j

Be Cleaned and Pressed.

To

Adv.

Fresh Fruit and Vegetables Every

a:s weekly

SERMONETTE

Take that

at t:5S

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at tlie Opera Bar. Ad?.

and save yourself
a. trip down town these windy da.ys.

c.

Y. M.

Spring is Here

(Cnanged

Light automobile
o'clock tliis evnin&

MAIN 19
Call Us Up

MARCH 22, 1911
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